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1. OVERVIEW 
This report summarises the meetings and conclusions of the CGF’s CoCom for Glasgow 
2014 arising from its fifth meeting with the organisers of the 2014 Commonwealth Games, 
Glasgow 2014 (OC), Glasgow City Council (GCC), Scottish Government (SG) and 
Commonwealth Games Scotland (CGS) during October 30 to November 1, 2013.  

The CoCom was held after a two day Technical Review on October 28 & 29 that was 
attended by the CoCom Members. The Technical Review included reviews of: 

 Command, Coordination and Communication (C3); and Readiness 
 Venue Overlay and Operations 
 Security and Safety; and 
 Transport. 

The CoCom’s participation in the Technical Review enabled the CoCom to obtain a more in-
depth understanding of the planning that has been undertaken, and the issues to be 
resolved.  

In addition the CoCom received presentations from the Glasgow 2014 Organising Committee 
(OC), Glasgow City Council (GCC) and Scottish Government (SG) on: 

 Ticketing 
 Sponsorship 
 Licensing 
 Procurement 
 Workforce 
 Technology and Broadcast 
 Sport 
 Budget 
 Village  
 Ceremonies, Cultural Programme and QBR 
 Legacy programmes 
 City operations – Glasgow City Council operations 
 Scottish Government operations 

The CoCom noted that there had been a step change in overall performance in the past six 
months since the previous review in April, this included: 

 Overwhelming interest in the Ticketing Programme; 

 Continued growth in corporate support with the number of sponsors increasing to 33 
including 13 to be announced in the near future (Ford was announced as a Games 
Partner sponsor on the Monday following the CoCom): 

 The Queen’s Baton Relay commencing in October, and at the time of the CoCom was 
23 days into its 288 day journey, with positive stories and beautiful images being 
posted daily on the Glasgow 2014 website; 

 Completion of the venue capital works projects, with the completion of the National 
Hockey Centre; Hydro (Gymnastics and Boxing finals venue, with a possibility of also 
hosting the Netball finals ); and the permanent works to the stands at Hampden Park; 

 Finalisation of the road event course, and obtaining IF sign off of the provisional fields 
of play of all the completion venues; and 

 Significant advancement in planning of Command, Coordination and Communication 
(C3); and the City Operations planning including Live Sites and Last Mile. 
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2. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The Organising Committee with its Glasgow City and Scottish Government delivery partners, 
supported by Commonwealth Games Scotland, are now just 8 months away from Games 
delivery. Planning is maturing, command and control structures are being tuned to Games 
time requirements and final operating plans are being developed.   

The CoCom is satisfied with the progress made over the last six months. However, from now 
to Christmas, there is an urgent need to finalise the remaining major procurements, make the 
last key planning and operational design decisions and finalising operating plans.  

From early January the OC and Partners need to be prepared to close off plans to enable 
readiness testing to commence; workforce to be trained and mobilised; overlay to commence 
being bumped-in; and the OC transitioning to a venues-based / Games-time organisational 
structure.  While all of this is planned by the OC and stakeholders continued and purposeful 
progress remain paramount. 

It is recognised that there is much to do but the CoCom believe the issues identified above 
will be resolved with continued focus and effort. 

3. FUNCTIONAL AREA UPDATES 
The following information is based on information in presentations made to the CoCom. 

3.1. Accreditation 
The Accreditation System is one of the first Games Management systems that is operating 
live, including live data.  

Operationally the Accreditation Function has been working closely with the Arrivals and 
Departure Function to develop the integrated arrivals process. 

Current planning details are as follows: 

Arrivals Process - Glasgow Airport: 
G2014 will have personnel from Transport, Arrivals and Departures; Logistics and Protocol 
operating at the Airport.  

Enhanced services at both the domestic and international terminals for Games Family will 
be: 

 Games lanes for immigration operational 

 Arrivals and Departures desks operational 

 Assistance with baggage collection and issue resolution 

 Meet and greet if required 

 Firearms and ammunition deposit 

 All athletes must be accredited at the Village prior to travelling on to the Diving or 
Shooting satellite Villages 

G2014 advised the emphasis is on maintaining a business as usual operation at the airport. 

The CoCom noted that the space in the airport is limited, especially around the baggage 
carousels, and while noting there are renovations underway, this area will become congested 
if two or more flights arrive at the same time, and as such interventions may be required to 
support the operations. 

Transport for athletes to the Village will be by accessible bus; Games Family (T1/2) by T2 
vehicle to the Games Family Hotel; Media by accessible bus to the Media Accreditation 
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Centre at SECC; and Technical Officials by bus or T2 vehicle dependent upon requirements 
to the Technical Officials’ villages. 

Arrivals Process - Train Stations: 
G2014 will have personnel from Arrivals and Departures at both Glasgow Central and 
Queen’s Street Stations. 

Athlete Transport from the train stations will be dependent upon the size of the delegation 
and advance booking through the Arrivals and Departures process. Accessible buses will 
transport delegations of over 15 to the Village, and smaller delegations will have taxis 
booked to transport them from the station to the Village. 

Transport from Games Family, Media and technical Officials from the stations will be using 
taxis booked by G2014. 

Arrivals Process - Commonwealth Games Village Arrivals 
Athletes arriving direct to the Village by self-drive or chartered coaches will be catered for 
conditional on pre-notification through the Arrivals and Departures system. Coaches with 
registration details, driver details and passenger numbers will be facilitated through the 
Village Transport Mall to drop off the athletes. 

Self-drive is not encouraged, but a drop off point outside the Village has been established for 
athletes arriving by private vehicle. 

Arrivals Process - Accreditation Validation 
On arrival through the Transport Mall all athletes enter through the PSAs, then proceed to 
the Welcome Centre to validate their accreditation, with their luggage  

There will be 12 validation desks pre – 20 July, then 8 desks from 20 July (athlete weigh-in 
will use the same space from 21 July): 

 Standard validation process time is estimated to take 2 minutes 

 Print and validate will take 3 minutes 

 Photo capture, print and validate will take 4 minutes 

The flow rate is planned to meet the peak demand of 200 per hour. 

There will be 4 help desks for problem resolution. 

3.2. Broadcast Operations 
Operational planning has progressed significantly, with details of the coverage and support to 
deliver the coverage as follows: 

 Over 1000 hours of live coverage 

 Over 1650 hours of video archive material 

 24 Production Control Units 

 18 OB Vans and 6 Flyaway Kits  

 Over 259 cameras 

 Beauty Camera locations: 

 Glasgow Green 

 Buchanan Street 

 Kelvingrove 

 Clyde River 
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 Specialty cameras for athletics, swimming and diving 

 2 helicopters, 2 motorbikes and 2 vehicle mounted cameras 

 Over 1300 production and technical personnel at Games-time 

3.3. C3 and Readiness 
Since April there has been significant advancement and integration with the partners 
demonstrated through the development of the joint C3 Concept of Operations that has been 
has been agreed across the Games delivery partners for the further development of C3 
arrangements and their testing and improvement.  

The challenges for the Organising Committee and its partners relate to the broader 
environment whereby significant planning work is required during the period November 2013 
to January 2014 to enable effective C3 operations at Games time. This work is occurring at a 
time when the Organising Committee in particular is under significant load to complete 
functional area planning, major procurement activities and to close out a range of significant 
operating arrangements at a venue level. Senior management within the Organising 
Committee need to continue to prioritise planning and exercising of C3 arrangements and to 
ensure there is complete clarity across the delivery partnership. 

The core decision-making forum, the G2014 Executive Committee, effectively becomes 
operational in January 2014 thereby providing the opportunity for the delivery partnership to 
streamline its decision-making structure and to delegate to the G2014 Executive Committee 
the powers to enable faster, more effective decisions and oversight in an integrated fashion.  

The principles underpinning the Readiness and Testing Programme are well developed and 
the approach is designed to provide assurance that the Organising Committee (OC) and their 
delivery partners and contractors will have the capability to deliver planned operations, and 
will have mitigated the key risks to the delivery of the Games. 

3.4. Catering, Cleaning and Waste 
The Catering, Cleaning and Waste Function is managing almost 50 procurement packages. 

The key packages for the Village Caterer has been awarded to SODEXO, and the Village 
Cleaning and Housekeeping contract are expected to be awarded by the end of November.  

3.5. Ceremonies – Athlete Parade Planning 
A Ceremonies Taskforce has been established, chaired by Deputy CEO, Ty Speer that 
meets monthly. There is also an Athlete Experience Working Group led by Games Family 
Services that is coordinating all aspects of the Athlete experience within the broader 
Ceremonies Taskforce. 

The participating FAs include all FA’s and GCC City Operations Work streams with a 
contribution to or that are impacted by the ceremonies, and Police Scotland. 

The planning detail is relatively mature with a detailed run sheet capturing the “flow of time” 
over a 36 hour period around the Opening Ceremonies.  The detail is granular down to times 
for Police and staff briefing; the number of staff and crew arriving at specific time; the 
transport operations time, etc. 

The Ceremonies Taskforce includes awareness of the activities in Live Site/Zones, the QBR 
journey to the Stadium, training venues, and the Games Family transport network. 

Key features of the athlete plan for the Opening Ceremony Day are as follows: 

 Training at the Royal Commonwealth Pool and Barry Buddon will cease at 13:00 and 
12:00 respectively to enable athletes to be transported back to the CGV. 
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 All other venue training ceases at 15:00hrs - training venue start times specific to each 
sport 

 Transport to training venues will be able to be accessed from the CGV Transport Mall 
from 07:00 as per regular operations 

 Last bus to training venues from the Village Transport Mall will be approx.13:30 – 
14:00 

 The last buses will depart from the training venues between 15:00 – 15:30 

 Team Sports will be able to access their team bus until 15:30 

 The Internal Village Transport Shuttle (IVTS) will cease operation at 18:00 (to be 
confirmed) to allow for any set up prior to athletes/officials beginning to muster from 
20:00 

 It is expected that the gym and recovery centre at the CGV will be available for use 
throughout the 23rd, however it is anticipated that it will close earlier, around 21:00hrs 

 A marshalling route has been identified within the Village but further work is required 
on the marshalling process. 

 The Ceremonies production team has developed detailed run sheets of the likely “door 
to door timings” – initial indications are the total time for athletes from door to door in 
the Village, including of marshalling, parading, sitting and standing, will be less than 3 
hours for most CGAs. 

3.6. Commercial 

Sponsorship Sales 
The current sponsorship revenue secured is 94% of the revenue target. This includes 
sponsorships where long form agreements are yet to be executed and announced. Since 
April 2013, the sponsorships secured are as follows: 

 

Sponsorship Tier April 2013 4 Nov 2013 
Tier 1 3 61 

Tier 2 8 9 

Tier 3 4 6 
There are a further 12 announcements due to be made in the near future, taking the total 
sponsor family to 33. 

Sponsor Services 
To support the growing sponsor family noted above, there have been: 

 Seven sponsorship announcements 

 Ten engagement and networking events for sponsors 

 Two sponsorship workshops focused on operational planning for sponsors 

 

 
                                                
1 Ford was announced as a Tier 1 sponsor on the Monday following the CoCom 
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Licensing 
The Clyde mascot plush toys were launched in June 2013 and 20,000 have been sold or are 
on order for Christmas. 

Licensed products continue to be released including XX Classic range (20th Commonwealth 
Games), Rain Jackets, Fleece, Mugs, Magnets. 

There has also been a Team Scotland range developed and approved. 

Planning for merchandise outlets is progressing for George Square and the Glasgow Green 
Live Site (4 outlets); and within all competition venues. A store has opened in the G2014 
Volunteer Centre and there will also be an outlet at Glasgow Central Station opening in April 
2014. 

Negotiations are also continuing with retail outlets including mass market outlets, department 
stores, sports stores, travel stores, tourist centres, and online (additional to the G2014 online 
store). 

Ticketing 
The success of the ticketing programme has been unprecedented. Business Plan and 
revenue budgets have been exceeded in the first phase of ticket sales. At the end of the first 
phase the following sports are currently unavailable (100% of available tickets have been 
sold): 

 Diving, Swimming, Track Cycling, Mountain Bike, Gymnastic Artistic and Rhythmic,  
Hockey, Judo, Netball, Shooting Table Tennis, Triathlon and Wrestling 

There are still tickets available for: 

 Badminton, Rugby Sevens and Weightlifting 

 Opening and Closing Ceremony 

There is an expectation that there will be tickets handed back from obligatory allocations 
(Games Family, sponsors, etc.), so there may be more tickets available to some 
sports/sessions in the future. 

Tickets were released on general public sale on Tuesday 5 November.  

3.7. Procurement 
230 procurement packages have now been completed. There are 229 contracts, worth £58m 
left to deliver. Planning is on track to deliver all contracts worth over £138,000 through the 
contract approval process by 31 December 2013. 

The critical contracts to be finalised are for the Private Contract Security provider(s); bus 
provider; and Games Delivery Partner (Overlay). Additional priorities are for sports 
equipment (over 50 contracts) and ceremonies. There are also over 50 contracts for catering, 
cleaning and waste. 

On the current sourcing plan and approval of contracts by the end of 2013, there will be 23 
contracts remaining to be approved from January 2014, worth a total of £12m (only 6% of 
total value to be contracted). 

3.8. Queen’s Baton Relay 
The QBR commenced its journey on 9 October, and at the time of the last day of the CoCom 
it was in Gold Coast, the location for the 21st Commonwealth Games in 2018. The Baton has 
already been through the Asian Region, and continues from Australia through the rest of the 
Oceania Region before arriving in Africa ready for the New Year. 
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There are daily photos, report and blogs being uploaded during the Baton’s journey and the 
BBC crew travelling with the Baton have captured additional footage that is available on BBC 
platforms. 

Planning for the Baton’s return to Scotland and its 40 journey through Scotland is well 
progressed. 

The CoCom were informed the priority is to ensure safety of the baton and public, and as 
such the relay and convoy will be designed to enable engagement with the public at static 
locations rather than risk injury with a moving convoy. This will encourage greater opportunity 
to directly engage with the Baton, rather than limit it to a moving convoy. 

Commonwealth Games Scotland and the Local Areas are contributing to the route 
development and celebration plans.  

Nominations for Baton Bearer positions opened in October. The selection panels are chaired 
by Commonwealth Games Scotland. 4,000 baton bearers will be selected. 

3.9. Security 
There has been a substantial amount achieved during the past 13 months since the last 
Security Technical Review.  Police Scotland is now leading the security programme.  While 
the OC has made dramatic progress in its strategic and tactical C3 and readiness planning, 
in concert with its partners, there remains some operational detail to be developed in relation 
to security at venues.  This is linked to the outstanding issues around security workforce mix 
and roles. 

There is going to be a short-fall in security guarding requirements and G2014 and partners 
are now engaged in high-level discussions on how that can be redressed by a different 
workforce mix than was previously envisaged.  The work force mix issues will be the subject 
of further high level meetings that will not be resolved quickly however they need to be 
finalised before Christmas to ensure related C3 and cross functional planning is not unduly 
impeded. 

3.10. Sport 
All competition managers are in post; a Sport Coordinator (graduate) has commenced for 
each sport; and Assistant Competition Managers are in post for Aquatics and Shooting, with 
athletics and cycling assistant competition managers to commence before the end of the 
year. The future recruitment plan has been approved and all recruitment is on track. 

Technical Delegate visits have been completed for 12 of the 17 sports. 

Preliminary field of play sign offs have been achieved through the Technical Delegate visits 
over the past 6 months, including the Road Events. The sign offs include the sport technical 
requirements and broadcast plans. The detailed field of play “look” plans for each sport are 
being developed and will be signed off as they are developed in 2014. 

IF sign off on sports equipment are still outstanding for Boxing, Para-Sport Powerlifting and 
Wrestling. Procurement has however commenced for packages that have already been 
approved. There are over 50 sports equipment packages to procure. 

Training Venues 
There are nine standalone training venues required, additional to the same sport training 
scheduled at competition venues, and different sport training at competition venues (i.e. 
Athletics, Boxing). 

Training Venue Use Agreements have been signed for six of the nine venues, but all are on 
track to be signed by 31 December, as planned. 
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3.11. Technology 
There are 48 GMS systems to be delivered. Of these 34 are already live – the highlights 
being: 

 Accreditation System live 

 ACR data processing centre operational in GHQ 

 Workforce Scheduling System live 

 Sports Entry System live 

 Rate Card Management System live 

 Master Delivery Schedule and Warehouse Management System live 

 Queen’s Baton Relay Management System live 

The high level and detailed design for the Games Data Network has been approved. 

The first round of On Venue Results applications have been installed and tested within the 
Test Lab environment for five sports, having commenced on 22 October, Two sports were 
on-going at the time of the CoCom.  

There have been numerous other highlights including: 

 The GamesINFO look has been defined and testing well underway 

 Results Data Feed clients have been engaged and samples are now available for 
client testing 

 Internet Results Services development commenced 

 70% of CRIS documents have been signed-off by the International Federations 

 The TV graphics look and feel design has been approved 

 The print concept has been established with Toshiba 

 Client reviews have started for Print distribution plans 

 The Longines Timing and Scoring systems installation plan has been published 

 The Scoreboard allocation has been finalized 

Installation of Athlete residential broadband solution at CGV is on target to commence later 
this year. 

3.12. Transport 
Since the last Transport technical review there has been significant progress in key areas of 
transport planning and of transition to operations, although there remains much to be done.  .   

Specifically, based on the recommended actions of the last review the following progress has 
been made: 

 Clarity has been achieved on the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders. 
Furthermore, Organising Committee (OC) Transport (TPT) has developed a robust 
transport organisational structure, aligned with the best practices of previous Games 
and adapted to the Glasgow environment and needs.  Finally, the TPT team has been 
staffed with highly experienced professionals both from the Games Transport 
environment and from the UK Transport industry filling key positions, including top TPT 
management, bus operations, and fleet operations. 

 Some progress has been achieved concerning transport facilities.  Notably the Village 
Transport Mall has been constructed, and the bus depots have been identified, as part 
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of the contract negotiations with the preferred bus contract bidder.  However, other 
facilities remain open (see Table of issues below). 

 The design of the GRN has been completed, and considerable analysis has been 
performed, revealing all potential hotspots.  There is limited conflict of the GRN with 
the road event courses, which is clearly design strength.  The hotspots emerging from 
the analysis, as well as the limited GRN conflicts with the road event courses, need to 
be managed. 

 Progress has been achieved in spectator and workforce planning.  The demand model 
has been updated with workforce transport requirements.  Furthermore, work is on-
going in identifying the requirements of special bus shuttles in order to close the gap 
between the demand and the capacity of the available modes serving the venues.  
Negotiations with operators are at an advanced stage (especially with ScotRail, 
Transport Scotland, and SPT for the underground system).  These negotiations need 
to come to a closure regarding strengthening of service and the related compensation 
(see Table of issues below). Also negotiations related to public bus services need to 
be concluded.  Progress has been achieved in Travel Demand Management, which 
may alleviate pressures on the spectator/workforce transport systems. 

 The transport budget has been developed further.  Additional funding has been 
secured via contingency provision for areas that were identified as seriously 
underfunded.  In the revised budget there is clear visibility of areas where additional 
pressures may arise.  TPT and Finance have established very close collaboration in 
order to find ways to address these pressures. 

 Games Family transport planning has been advanced.  Principle Service Level 
Agreements (PSLAs) have been completed, and detailed SLAs are under 
development.  The fleet operational plan has been developed, and the specifications 
for the Games Family bus systems have been completed at the appropriate level of 
detail.  The operational plans of the bus systems, of the bus depots and of the fleet 
depot are still to be developed and/or finalised, since they depend on the conclusion of 
the respective contracting processes (see Table of issues below).  Fleet sponsorship 
has been secured for approximately 1,100 vehicles.  Also fuel sponsorship has been 
secured. Both are very positive developments towards the success of fleet transport.  
Furthermore, the recruitment of fleet volunteer drivers is at an advanced stage. The 
procurement of bus services is well underway and needs to come to a closure in the 
immediate future (see also Table of issues below). 

 Venue transport planning is on its way.  A robust venue transport plan has been 
completed for Scotstoun.  The rollover process to all other competition (and non-
competition) venues is on-going.  The VAPPS strategy has been completed and an 
appropriate VAPPS plan has been drafted. 

 The transport strategy for clients with a disability has been completed. 

3.13. Venues 
Since the April CoCom, the following venue projects have concluded: 

Venue  Status Comment 

Hockey Centre Complete  

The Hydro (SECC) Complete Venue opened on 30 
September and is in 
operation with its opening 
event being a sold out Rod 
Stewart concert. 
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Venue  Status Comment 
Hampden Park North and West stands Complete The works were completed in 

May 2013 

 

Strathclyde Park still has water quality issues impacting the triathlon event and the solution 
reported in April has been changed to an installation of membranes in the Loch that will 
protect the water for the swim leg of the triathlon. The installation will be completed in 
November and all stakeholders are confident the solution will be effective. The water quality 
will be monitored closely to ensure the membranes are working effectively. 

3.14. Village 
The Games Village construction is near complete as the dilapidation surveys are completed 
on the homes; ready to hand over the Village to G2014 on 12 January 2014. 

Site clearing has commenced in preparation to prepare the base works for the overlay 
installations – dining hall, polyclinic and operational areas. The transport mall has been 
completed, included line marking. 

3.15. Workforce 
The current headcount within G2014 is 564 (as at 14 October), up from 373 employees in 
April. 

Over 50,000 applications were received for Volunteer roles. Interviews commenced in April, 
and as at October over 15,000 interviews had been completed. The 20,000 plus planned 
interviews are expected to be completed by the end of December.  All interviewees have 
their identity and eligibility to work in the UK verified. 

Notifications to successful applicants commenced in October. To date 2,217 roles have been 
offered and 2,047 have accepted the offers – 92% acceptance.  

A reserve pool of volunteers who are suitable candidates but have not been offered roles will 
be established to mitigate against attrition. 

Orientation training for the Workforce commences in March at Emirates Arena. 

 

4. MATTERS FOR DETAILED REPORT AND UPDATE NEXT COCOM 
The detail of the March 2014 CoCom Programme will be developed in January after the 
updates requested by the CoCom are received and an additional Transport review is 
concluded. 


